Abstract: Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) are glycoproteins encoded by several types of viral particles. Most notably, they exercise complementary chemical functions during infection and propagation of influenza A. This research focuses on the primary structure information of the proteins, applying a computational model from previous research. Data for multiple influenza A subtypes are illustrated via information signatures and phase plots. These illuminate new ways of evaluating molecules for their virulence potential. The results further point to mutation strategies for attenuating the functions.
Introduction
Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) are glycoproteins in the surface membrane of influenza particles [1] . Infection of a host is initiated by HA while NA catalyzes the release of newly-made viral particles [2] . The antibodies of the molecules form the means of classifying the influenza A subtypes: H1N1, H2N2, H3N2, etc. [3] . At present, there are at least 16 and 9 known subtypes for HA and NA, respectively. Given the risks of viral exposure to global populations, intense effort is directed toward understanding the molecular mechanisms. Further, the design and formulation of drugs which subvert the mechanisms are on-going challenges [4] . The sequences offer detailed information. Yet a computer-unassisted reading of them is bewildering. This is apparent because, among other things, one cannot distinguish the extraordinary from ordinary. The above include formulae allied with the "Spanish flu" pandemic of 1918 [5] . But which ones are these? The http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 correct answers are Seqs. (2) and (4) . The reader's uncertainty is understandable given the lengths and complexities of the sequences.
Our approach to proteins has looked for guidance from information theory [6 -10] . Here we focus on the HA and NA primary structure information. The results draw contrasts between seasonal molecules and ones with high virulence potential. The data further point to mutation strategies for re-directing and possibly attenuating the functions.
Proteins and Sequence Information
The approach builds on research from the mid-2000s.
Work in this lab quantified the correlated information CI expressed by the naturally occurring amino acids based on their atom and covalent bond structure [6, 8] . An average < CI > and standard deviation σCI were established and a dimensionless quantity ) (i CI Z was based on each amino acid's CI contribution relative to the average CI, e.g.
There are twenty amino acids and thus sixteen more ) (i CI Z to note as in reference [6] .
The superscript symbols refer to the amino acid while the numerical value represents the CI distance from the average in standard deviation (σCI) units. The sign reflects whether the amino acid contributes information above or below the natural average.
The Z-terms largely follow chemical intuition. Tryptophan (W) features a network of aromatic bonds and functional groups; it exerts nearly +3σCI impact in a protein. Alanine (A) is a simple aliphatic and contributes CI below average at ca. -0.5σCI. The methodology originated in an information study of ribonuclease A and lysozyme [8, 9] . 
...
(1) Proteins generally host a majority of low information residues. As a consequence, G(k) scales linearly with negative slope and is well accommodating of least squares analysis. The analysis establishes an ensemble of linear regression functions Lj(k) with typical correlation coefficient R 2 > 0.95.
The ensemble leads to information signatures { Hj(k) }: The accession details are: gb:CY021821|gi:145279077|UniProtKB:A4U7A 6|.
Graphs such as in Figure 1 serve as signatures of the primary structure information.
They reflect more than a molecule's local composition. If a substitution is made at site j, the collection in Mol2Net, 2015, 1(Section B), pages 1-9, Proceeding 4 http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 Eq. (2) is altered. The amplitude is impacted at all sites k = 1, 2, …, N.
The information signatures can be strikingly different, depending on the subtype. There are as many signatures as there are HA and NA variants.
In thermodynamics, the variance of an extensive property such as enthalpy and entropy scales with a capacity [11] . In the same way, the variance in Hj(k) can be viewed in terms of a protein's functional capacity.
Molecules composed of only one type of amino acid, e.g. AAAAAAAAA…., offer zero capacity. They are of no biochemical utility because they lack diversity of information. This is borne out in the signatures: their G(k) trace perfect lines (R 2 = 1.000); corresponding H(k) express zero amplitude.
The information signature variance is calculated as follows:
The square root σH is the standard deviation, so indicated in Figure 1 by the vertical black arrows.
Linear regression computes an ensemble of H(k) functions from G(k), and accordingly, a distribution of σH.
Capacities form robust descriptors of thermodynamic systems; σH play equally vital roles regarding protein information. 
Mol2Net
Nearly sixty thousand primary structures were analyzed; the HA and NA sequences were obtained as FASTA downloads from the Influenza Research Database (IRD). The data were catalogued according to viral subtype: H1N1, H2N2, H3N2, and so forth. For every molecule, G(k), { Hj(k) }were established along with distributions of the variance and standard deviation. A viral isolate locates a coordinate (plus error bars) on a σHA, σNA phase plot. Multiple variants establish a neighborhood of points for a subtype. The distance from one neighborhood to another is dictated by the information effects of antigenic drift and genome re-assortments. Figure 2 . Each filled circle marks the average σHA, σNA for the labeled subtype while the bars mark the standard deviations about the averages. Several bars are of widths less than the symbols. These reflect that a sparse number of isolates was available for analysis. That being said, every attempt was made to be exhaustive. Figure 2 derives from HA and NA across a spectrum of hosts: human, avian, equine, bat, etc.. There will be more neighborhoods to map as new subtypes and hosts are discovered. The second lesson is that the neighborhood distribution is markedly uneven. A significant fraction of influenza subtypes clusters in the upper third of Figure 2 while fewer ones occupy the lower third. Further, there are several lowdensity regions: these correspond to HA, NA variants which have yet to manifest, or are outright avoided by natural selection.
The phase plot for influenza A is illustrated in
Information signatures discriminate the subtypes. What do things look like for proteins specific to human populations?
For humans, the major circulating strains of influenza A have been H1N1, H2N2, and H3N2; the global pandemic of 1918 was attributed to the first of these [5] . The avian strain H5N1 has rarely infected humans, although it poses high virulence potential.
Mol2Net, 2015, 1(Section B), pages 1-9, Proceeding 6 http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 Figure 3 shows a phase plot based on human host isolates.
Different color symbols distinguish the subtypes while the isolate years are included. Not all years are represented as the analysis was directed to complete genomes. The point locus for the 1918 pandemic year sample (Brevig Mission, >gb:AF250356|gi:8572169|UniProtKB:Q9IGQ6| ) is marked in red. It is considerably removed from the H1N1 neighborhood.
Its nearest neighbors derive from H5N1 isolates. To be sure, the evaluation is not without tentativeness given the overlap of neighborhoods. However, the analysis points to the information and virulence similarities of the viral subtypes.
The second insight is the contrast between seasonal-and pandemic-year proteins. HA and NA from the 1918 pandemic places an outlier point on the phase plot. This placement stems from a lower fluctuation amplitude, compared with that of seasonal proteins. This suggests that lower chemical noise in the primary 7 http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 structures underpins a more invasive chemical function.
The third insight is a strategy for redirecting-and possibly attenuating-the functions. Natural selection favors molecules which promote viral infection and suppresses variants that serve otherwise. We conjecture that the latter type place state points in the low density regions of Figure 2 . E199G, D199V  P504A, H144K  Y209N, C279A  E51R, T362I  F432V, D329C  Y246K, V291N  L335T, D79W  R238K, T381G  R514I, C238F  P135Y, G342R  S179K, A271K  G411V, R52W  S275Y, S166P  A302S, K369R  K328N, L127H  K511Q, I20S  E260D, P326D  W553M, N235T  A379H, M188C  L547C, K150F   E449G, P337T  W553K, G333H  V428I, W458E  D456W,  V149W  L250F, H126A  I530E, Y208L  R344Q, S168H  G76W, L22Y  N177T, H185M  L512A, P328K  N448D, V75K  Q386I, G109T  L417M, N141P  S160N, N171Q  L37M, P169R  A156D, N325I The pathways (and countless more) are readily charted using a forced random walk algorithm. One selects a target locale on the phase plot. The sequences are then subject to trial substitutions. With each trial, G, H, and σHA, σNA are computed. The substitutions are accepted if the state point is inched closer to the target and declined otherwise. Each pathway in Figure 4 is traversed via nine pair-substitutions. This demonstrates that the proteins do not have to be radically altered for the information signatures to move out of the virulent neighborhood of origin. In Figure 4 , pathways 1 and 2 direct HA and NA away from all the subtype neighborhoods. In contrast, pathways 3 and 4 cross territory allied with highly virulent subtypes. In re-directing HA and NA functions, the upward-going pathways 1 and 2 would seem preferable.
Molecules with information removed from the active neighborhoods would likely offer diminished potency, yet stimulate some production of host antibodies. This would (1) and (3) of the Introduction. The pathways are annotated above.
Summary and Closing
The primary structure information expressed in influenza HA and NA was investigated using a model established in previous research.
The model enabled computation of signatures based on the accumulation and fluctuation of information. The signatures were encapsulated in G, H-functions and phase plots. These illuminated information methods for discriminating variants and attenuating the molecular functions.
